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K2MS INFANT®

Computerised Interpretation of
Fetal Monitoring During Labour



K2 Medical Systems is a multi-award winning innovation and technology company dedicated to 
improving maternity care for all.  Initially starting as a perinatal research group within a busy 
maternity department in 1989, K2MS was formed a decade later and is now a global 
organisation with offices in the UK, Australia and America.  With a consistent objective to work in 
partnership with clinicians and caregivers to achieve the highest possible standards in 
maternity healthcare worldwide, K2 has always been passionate and dedicated to its cause; 
and the research which began over 28 years ago continues today to provide an ever increasing 
and comprehensive portfolio of innovative solutions to support and improve care.

Dedicated to Improving
Maternity Care
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INFANT® 
identifies every 
feature on 
the CTG and 
then builds 
a picture of 
what the trace 
shows. 
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INFANT® is computerised interpretation of continuous 
fetal heart rate recording during labour and delivery and 
is a software module that sits within GUARDIAN™. We 
began developing INFANT® in 1989, 10 years prior to K2, 
and have received research grant funding from the Medical 
Research Council. INFANT® has taken the best part of 27 
years to develop because computerised interpretation of 
the labour CTG is difficult. 

Robust algorithms are 
required to carefully 
separate heart rate changes 
that suggest compromise 
from changes that relate 
to an appropriate fetal 
compensatory response. 
INFANT® would have no 
value at all if it raised concern 
following every individual 
abnormal heart rate feature.

It is important to keep false 
positive alerts to a minimum 
without failing to identify 
true positive patterns of 
fetal compromise in a timely 
manner. 

Over the years INFANT® has 
been tested and validated 
on thousands of abnormal, 
unusual, interesting and 
normal fetal heart rate 
patterns and has been found 
to achieve a performance as 
good as human experts1.

What is  
INFANT®?
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Expert Interpretation
The approach we have taken throughout INFANT®’s 
development is to attempt to model algorithms on 
human expert interpretation. INFANT® does not seek to 
do anything other than what experts in CTG interpretation 
do.  INFANT® brings an expert in fetal monitoring to 
every bedside to monitor every minute of fetal heart rate 
recorded.

INFANT®  is   analysing  all the 
same  features that experts do 
and which clinicians are very 
familiar with. These include, 
Baseline, Accelerations, 
Decelerations (type and 
timing, depth, duration 
and area), Contractions 
(location and frequency and 
whether they are pushing),  
Variability, Sinusoidal and 
Bimodal patterns. Bimodal 
patterns are where it is 
difficult to decide whether 
there is a high baseline 
with decelerations or a low 
baseline with accelerations. 

INFANT® also has algorithms 
for the detection of maternal 
heart rate patterns. It is 
common to see maternal 
heart rate patterns in 
medico-legal cases where 
the maternal heart rate 
has been inadvertently 
recorded instead of the fetal 
rate. INFANT® will help alert 
when this happens. INFANT® 
can analyse two heart rate 
channels at the same time 
so also works for twins. 
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INFANT® brings an expert in fetal 
monitoring to every bedside to 

monitor every minute of fetal 
heart rate recorded.
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Decelerations Contractions (Frequency, Tonic and Pushing) Maternal Heart Rate Artefact

Features

Baseline 
Decelerations (Timing & Type)
Pushing Contractions 
Maternal HR
Variability
Accelerations 

Sinusoidal Patterns
Co-incidence
STV
Contractions (Frequency, Tonic)
Bimodal Patterns
Signal Quality
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Every feature detected adds some weight of ‘belief’ that a 
certain classification has been reached. To illustrate this 
consider baseline. INFANT® can classify baseline into 7 
groups, three bradycardia ranges, the normal range and three 
tachycardia ranges. When the recorder is first switched on 
there is no baseline information yet so INFANT® will not favour 
any particular classification over another (a).

As heart rates are detected INFANT® will add belief in a 
classification and will dis-believe other classifications (b). For 
example, if a segment of baseline is measured to be 140bpm, 
belief can be added to the Normal range classification and can 
be subtracted from bradycardic and tachycardic ranges. Over 
a short time, INFANT® will become sure a certain classification 
has been reached (c). It will believe this category and disbelieve 
the others. If the trace were to then change again, belief would 
get added to a different category and subtracted from the 
normal classification. INFANT® is highly dynamic.

You don’t have to wait a long time for INFANT® to start drawing 
conclusions from the trace. Just like human experts, when 
monitoring commences you have no idea about the heart 
rate but very quickly, when you see the heart rate emerging, 
you can start drawing inferences. As more data comes in you 
can modify your conclusions and become more sure. INFANT® 
works in just the same way. INFANT® applies the same approach 
to all features of the CTG and shows its current level of belief 
via an ever changing histogram, one per feature. INFANT® has 
been shown to function at the level of human experts. This was 
assessed in a paper that compared INFANT®’s performance to 
17 human experts1. Using ‘belief’ in this way is a novel approach 
to artificial intelligence and is the subject of K2 patents2 held in 
many countries around the World. 

INFANT® identifies every feature on the CTG and then builds a picture of what the trace shows. 

How INFANT® Works

(a)  At the commencement of monitoring, 
all Baseline heart rate classifications are 
equally possible. Without data INFANT® is 

unsure what the classification is.

(b)  As Baseline heart rate features are 
analysed, INFANT® increases its belief 
in a classification and decreases belief 

(disbelief) in others.

(c)   Finally, INFANT® becomes sure of a 
particular classification.
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Serious and URGENT Concerns

Serious Concerns

Some Concerns

No Concerns

INFANT® summarises its analysis and the concern 
it has for fetal wellbeing in a concern ladder, where 
it goes from green for ‘no concerns’, blue for ‘some 
concerns’, yellow would be ‘serious concerns’ where 
senior staff should be informed, and red is ‘serious 
and urgent concern’ where immediate action may 
well be required. Red levels of concern are reserved 
for patterns that suggest imminent fetal demise such 
as sudden baseline drops or bradycardias, severe 
tachycardias and severe decelerative patterns or 
decelerations that are shallow and late.

The Concern Ladder
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Here is an example of INFANT® at blue-
level concern.   INFANT® has raised a 
concern here because contractions 
have become too frequent, probably 
in response to over stimulation with 
oxytocins. 

Here, INFANT® is at Yellow-level of 
concern. There is reduced beat-to-beat 
variability, and a tachycardia. 

Finally, an example of a red-level 
of concern where we have a severe 
bradycardia. 
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INFANT® the Educator
We have purposefully built a lot of teaching and educational material into 
INFANT®. This information explains fetal heart rate responses to labour from a 
physiological point of view.

The aim is to raise the standards of CTG 
interpretation and re-enforce education 
at the point of care. Clinicians improve 
knowledge just by interacting with 
INFANT®. INFANT® is certainly not about 
de-skilling clinicians or devolving CTG 
interpretation to a machine. INFANT® is 
a tool to inform clinical decision making 
and leaves the clinician firmly in charge 
as the decision maker.

The clinician may agree or disagree 
with INFANT®. The important thing 
here is that engagement and a logical 
thought process is being provoked and 
undertaken.  This is decision support in 
the same way that a pilot is supported 
by intelligent tools to help support their 
decision making and avoid human 
errors. INFANT® is about raising the 
interpretational skill levels for all.
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INFANT® aims to raise 
the standards of CTG 
interpretation and
re-enforce education
at  the point of care. 11



Our research shows that there 
is no clinician in a delivery room 
typically for 27% of the time so 
INFANT®, using a human voice, 
will empower a birth partner
to summon help. 
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When INFANT® reaches a concern level of yellow or red, it will communicate 
its findings visually. A clinician in the room must acknowledge that they have 
reviewed the trace and are taking appropriate action. 

If INFANT® is ignored for a period of time 
(depending on the severity of the trace) 
then INFANT® will escalate to an audible 
alarm tone. If a clinician still does not 
interact with INFANT® then, after a 
further period of time, INFANT® will use 
its recorded voice to say, “Warning, 
the trace is abnormal, senior review is 
urgently required”. 

We decided to deploy a human voice 
if the trace gets to serious concern and 
is ignored because we felt that this 
circumstance would probably mean 
that there was no clinician in the room. 
Our research shows that there is no 
clinician in a delivery room typically 
for 27% of the time3 so using a human 
voice will empower a birth partner to 
summon help. 

Attention Seeking
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INFANT® is part of the GUARDIAN™ system so all bedsides that 
are running INFANT® communicate their CTG analysis and 
concern right around the hospital network. INFANT® will alert 
at central stations and any bedside analysis can be reviewed 
at central stations, doctors’ offices or in doctors’ homes when 
on call. INFANT-Guardian® ensures that all CTGs of concern 
are flagged up to senior staff wherever they may be within the 
hospital or remote. 

INFANT-Guardian®
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INFANT-Guardian® ensures
that all CTGs of concern are 
flagged up to senior staff 
wherever they may be within
the hospital or remote. 
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Impact on Medico-Legal 
Exposure

INFANT® encourages and facilitates a 
systematic review of fetal heart rate 
monitoring. Abnormalities on the trace 
have to be physically acknowledged in 
the birth room. GUARDIAN™ ensures 
that clinical responses to concerns are 
fully documented with a structured 
format. INFANT-Guardian® has hospital 
guidelines embedded at the point of 
care to provide help and escalation 
protocols. Remote senior staff have 
oversight and can review concerns and 
intercept problems. 

Clinical Negligence, by definition, 
requires a Breach of Duty sufficient 
to defeat the Bolam principle. Expert 
interpretation of every minute of fetal 
heart rate recording, combined with 
the Clinical Engagement facilitated by 
GUARDIAN™, complete documentation 
and Senior Staff oversight, will, we 
believe, substantially reduce the 
risk of aberrant clinical responses or 
omissions. 

Our aim is to reduce poorest perinatal outcomes and end the medico-legal 
consequences of mis-interpretation of fetal heart rate. We want to end the 
high financial cost and the high cost of human suffering (patient and clinician). 
We believe INFANT® can achieve this by ensuring that every trace of concern 
is identified and reviewed by the appropriate person in a timely way and that 
every review is properly documented and generates the appropriate response.  
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INFANT® is a Standard 
of Interpretation

INFANT® is a real time fetal heart rate analysis, classification and 
interpretation system. INFANT® has been evaluated in the largest 
maternity trial ever undertaken in the UK involving 47,000 births, 
the INFANT® Study. It has been shown to offer a care environment 
where high risk births are at a very low risk of a poor outcome. 
The risk of a poor outcome for a woman at high risk with INFANT® 
and GUARDIAN™ is less than half that of a low risk woman in a 
UK Obstetric Unit without K2 technology. As such, INFANT® is a 
Standard of fetal monitoring interpretation and the only approach 
that has undergone formal and extensive evaluation.

The risk of a poor outcome for a woman at 
high risk with INFANT® and GUARDIAN™ is less 
than half that of a low risk woman in a UK 
Obstetric Unit without K2 technology.
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INFANT®  - An Expert at 
Every Bedside

Finally, returning to our comparison 
of care models, INFANT-Guardian® 
continuously records the CTG, but now, 
and for the first time ever, INFANT® 
continuously monitors fetal heart rate 
too. 

The model of care is the many-to-
one model plus the additional expert 
interpretation offered by INFANT®. 

When the clinician is out of the room, 
monitoring continues continuously. 

The skill level of INFANT® is expert and 
INFANT® is entirely consistent in its 
interpretation at all hours of the day and 
night. 

Given the extensive evaluation on over 
47,000 cases, INFANT® is a fully tested 
standard model of interpretation 
available at the point of care. 

INFANT® is an educational tool. It helps 
clinicians at the time of giving care and, 
with its extensive help facility, INFANT® 
re-enforces educational principles 
to raise and maintain the skills of all 
clinicians who interact with it. 

INFANT® and GUARDIAN™ reduces the 
risk of poor outcomes and offers the 
least risk of any approach to care during 
labour. 

INFANT® puts a proven expert in CTG interpretation at every bedside for every 
labour that requires continuous fetal heart rate monitoring. INFANT® monitors 
every second of fetal heart rate trace recorded. For the first time ever, INFANT® 
ensures that those babies that require continuous monitoring will be monitored 
continuously.
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Intermittent
Auscultation

Conventional
CTG Monitoring GUARDIANTM

INFANT-
Guardian®

RECORDING FHR

MONITORING FHR

MODEL OF CARE

MONITORING WHEN 
CLINICIAN OUT OF ROOM

INTERPRETER’S SKILL LEVEL

CONSISTENCY OF
INTERPRETATION

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

RISK OF INCORRECT OR 
MISSED INTERPRETATION

Intermittent

Intermittent

One for One

None

Variable

Variable

Few

Greatest Risk

Continuous

Intermittent

One for One

None

Variable

Variable

Few

Great Risk

Continuous

Near Continuous

Many for One

Intermittent

Shared

More
Consistent

More

Reduced Risk

Continuous

Continuous

Many + INFANT®

Continuous

Expert

Consistent
and Standard

Extensive

Least Risk

Monitoring
Comparison
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INFANT® Technology 
Evaluation

INFANT® has undergone the largest healthcare technology 
evaluation ever undertaken by the NHS. This study is 
fully described in  Vol 4: The INFANT® Study: A Multicentre 
Randomised Controlled Trial of 47,000 Births.
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